We invite you to take the opportunity to get to know a visiting scholar by taking advantage our Take a Scholar to Lunch program.

Would you like to spend the afternoon getting to know one of our visiting scholars or postdoctoral fellows better?

The Vulnerability and Human Condition Initiative (VHC) & Feminism and Legal Theory Project (FLT) has a new program that will pay for you, or you and a friend, (limit four students per visit) to take a visiting scholar or postdoctoral fellow out to lunch at the Carlos Museum’s Caffè Antico. This is one of several opportunities we provide to help integrate our visiting scholars into the Emory scholarly community and promote connection between students and scholars. Here’s how you do it:

1. **Pick a Scholar:** Email addresses and bios for current program visiting scholars and postdoctoral fellows are featured on the VHC website: http://web.gs.emory.edu/vulnerability.

2. **Contact VHC Program Coordinator Emily Hlavaty** (emily.hlavaty@emory.edu) and let her know which scholar(s) and total number of participants.

3. **Contact the scholar directly and set up a lunch date.** Make sure that you specify Caffè Antico as the location for the lunch.

4. **Inform your server at Caffè Antico** (located on the museum's third floor) that you are with the Law School/FLT. After you are seated, let the server know that you will be paying via FLT SmartKey. The student will sign their name and provide their Emory ID number. The server will provide a simple copy of the register charge.

5. **Submit the filled-out receipt** (including gratuity totals) to the basket outside the door of room G500, Fifth Floor, Gambrell Hall. (Limit $15 per person)

We also encourage you to tour the Carlos Museum with your scholar either before or after lunch. In addition to holding one of the region's most comprehensive art collections, the Carlos Museum is also recognized for its fine international exhibition calendar, which ranks among the best offered by any university museum.

Please take advantage of this opportunity to enjoy good food and thoughtful conversation on behalf of VHC. If you have questions or concerns, please contact Emily Hlavaty at emily.hlavaty@emory.edu.
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